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CONDITIONAL WIENER INTEGRALS
AND AN INTEGRAL EQUATION

DONG MYUNG CHUNG AND SOON JA KANG

1. Introduction

Let (C[O, tJ, [3*, mw) be the standard Wiener space; that is, C[O, tJ
is the space of all real valued continuous functions x on [0, tJ with
x (0) =0, mw is the standard Wiener measure and [3* is the completion
of the Borel a-algebra of C[O, t]' Here, t>O is arbitrary but fixed.
Let Rand C denote the real and complex numbers respectively.

J. Yeh [8J introduced the concept of conditional Wiener integral
which means the conditional expectation Ew[YI XJ of a real or C-valued
Wiener integrable function Y conditioned by a Wiener measurable
function X on C[O, tJ which is given as a function on the value space
of X (precise definition will be given in the next section) and then
derived inversion formulae for conditional Wiener integrals.

Let 0( " .) be a C-valued Borel measurable function on [0, toJ XR
that is bounded by the constant M>O where to is any positive real
number. For tE [0, toJ and 1;ER, let Y t and X t be Wiener measurable
functions on C[O, tJ, respectively, defined by

(1. 1) Yt (x) =exp {to (s, x (s) +1;) ds},

Xt(x) =x(t) +1;.
Let us define a function on (0, toJ XRxR by

(1.2) V(t ; 1;,1]) =Ew[Yt IXtJ (1]) (1/ -v2n"t )exp { (1]-;}) 2 }.

In Section 3, we show that by using an inversion formula (Proposition
2.2) for EW[Yt IXtJ obtained by Yeh [7,8J, the function U given by
(1. 2) satisfies the integral equation
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(1. 3) U (t ; ~, 71) = .v~xtexp { (7j~~) 2 } +IJ/ (s, 0 U (s ; ~, C) .

1 exp {- (71-')2 }dCds
.v2x(t-s) 2 (t-s)

for (t,~, 71) E (0, toJ xRxR and the initial condition

(1. 4) Lm U (t ; ~,7j) =0 (7j-~)
<-0+

where 0 is the Dirac delta function.
In [8J, J. Yeh proved this result as an alternate way of deriving the

Kac-Feynman formula [5J in the case where c;=o and (J(., .) is given
by a real valued, non-negative continuous function V on R that is inde
pendent of s and that satisfies the condition

IIIv(u)exp {- ;; }du<oo for every t>O.

In Section 4, we obtain a series expansion for the solution U (t ; ~, 71)
of the integral equation (1.3) which is absolutely and uniformly conve
rgent on (0, toJ xRxR. We also show that if (J is sufficiently smooth,
then the fundamental solution of a partial differential equation is given
in terms of conditional Wiener integral.

In Section 5, we apply our results to the case where (J(s,')'s are
given by Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of elements (Js of M(R) , the space
of C-valued countably additive (and hence bounded) Borel measures on
R.

2. Definitions and preliminaries.

A real valued function on the Wiener space (C[O, tJ, fJ*, mw) is called
Wiener measurable if it is fJ*-measurable. For a Wiener measurable
function F, we write

Ew[F] = f F(x)dmw(x)
JC[o.t)

whenever the integral exists. We say that F is Wiener integrable when
the Wiener integral of F exists and is finite. The Wiener measurability
and Wiener integrability of a C-valued function on C[O, tJ are defined
in terms of its real and imaginary parts.

Let X be a real valued Wiener measurable function and Y a real
valued Wiener integrable function on C[O, t]. The conditional Wiener
integral of Y given X, written Ew[YIXJ, is defined as the equivalence
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class of real valued Borel measurable and Px-integrable function ¢
modulo null functions on (R, {3(R), P x) such that

J Y(x) dmw (x) =J ¢(~)dPx(~)
X-I(B) B

for every BE {3 (R) , where {3 (R) denotes the Borel a-algebra of Rand
P x is the probability distribution of X defined by Px(B) =mw(X-l(B»
for BE {3 (R). By the Radon-Nikodym theorem such a function ¢ exists
and is determined up to a null function on (R, {3(R), Px ). We will
let Ew[YI XJ denote a representative of equivalence class and so for
all BE{3(R), we have

J Y(x)dmw(x)=J EW[YIXJ(~)dPx(~).
X-I (B) B

1£ Z is a C-valued Wiener integrable function on C[O, tJ, i. e. Z =

ZI +iZz, where Zl and Zz are real-valued Wiener integrable functions,
then Ew[Z IXJ is defined as

Ew[ZIXJ =Ew[ZlIX] +iEw[ZzIX]'

Next we state three propositions which will be used in the sequel.
The first two propositions can be proved, respectively, by using Proposi
tion 1 and Theorem 3 of [8J and the fact that every C-valued function
can be expressed in terms of its real and imaginary parts. The last
proposition is a well-known integral formula.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a real-valued Wiener measurable functional
On C[O, tJ and Z a C-valued Wiener integrable functional on C[O, tJ.
Let g be a C-valued measurable function on (R, {3 (R». Then

Ew[(g·X)ZJ = JRg (0 Ew[Z IXJ (OdPx(~)

in the sense that existence of one side implies that of the other as well as
the equality of two.

PROPOSITION 2. 2. Let X and Z be as in Proposition 2. 1. Assume that
Px is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure d~ on Rand
that EW[eiuXZJ is an integrable function of u on R. Then there exists a
version of Ew[Z IX] such that for ~ER,

EW[ZIXJ(~)dPx (~)=--LJ e-MEw[eiuXZJdu.
d~ 2n R

REMARK 2. 1. It is worth to note that Proposition 2. 2 shows that we
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can always choose a version of Ew[Z IXJ that is a continuous function
of Con R.

PROPOSITION 2.3. If Re b>O and c is real,

_/ Je-%y2HCJldY=(l/bt)e-~.
v21t' R

3. The integral equation.

In this section, by applying a Yeh's inversion formula for the con
ditional Wienr ingtegral, we derive the integral equation given by
(1. 3).

THEOREM 3.1. For tE [0, toJ, let Yt and X t be as in (1. 1). Then
there exists a version of Ew[Yt I XtJ such that the function U given by
(1. 2) satisfies the integral equation (1. 3) and the initial condition (1. 4) .

Proof. It is clear that Yt is Wiener integrable for every tE [0, toJ
since

IYt(x) I ::;;expJ:IO(r, x(r) +~) Idr::;;eMto.

Hence Ew[YtIXtJ exists. Since dYs/ds=Ys ' O(s,x(s)+~) for a.e. sE

[0, tJ, we have by integrating with respect to s on [0, tJ

Y t=l+J:ys(x) ·f)(s, xes) +';)ds. After multiplying this equation by eiuXt

and integrating over C[O, t] we obtain

(3.1) I(u) ==Ew [eiuXtYtJ =Ew[eiu(x<O+OJ

+Ew[eiu(X(t)+~)J:ys(x) ·O(s, xes) +';:)dsJ.

Now in order to derive the integral equation (1. 3) by applying
Proposition 2.2, we first need to show that EW[e'uXtYtJ is a Lebesgue
integrable function of u in R.

First note that the function

(3.2) II (u)==Ew[ei,,(z(tH~)] =ej~-iu2

is clearly a Lebesgue integrable function of u on R. Now let

(3. 3) I2(u)==Ew[eiU(X(t)+~)S:Ys(x)f)(s,xes) +~)ds]

and we will show that 12 (u) is a Lebesgue integrable function of u in
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R. To interchange the order of Wiener integral and the integral with
respect to s on [O,t] in (3.3), note that

Iexp {iu(x (t) +~)} Ys(x)(}(s, xes) +~)} I ::;:'MeMto

and that

s:.Ew[MeMto]ds::;:'MtoeMto<oo.

Thus the Fubini Theorem is applicable and hence we have

12 (u) = S:EW[eiU(xw+e) Ys(x) (J (s, xes) +~)]ds.

Let's write eiux(t) =eiuCx(t)-x(s))eiux(s). By the facts that {x (t) -x (s),

x(r)} is independent system of random variables on (C[O, t], /3*, mw )

for rE (0, sJ and that (J is Borel measurable on [0, toJ XR, it can be
shown [or see [6JJ that eiuCx(t)-x(s)) and eiux(s)Ys(x)(}(s, xes) +~) are
independent random variables on C[O, tJ. Hence it follows that

(3.4) 12 (u) = S:e- t;. u".Ew[eiuCxCs)+e)ys (x) (J (s, xes) +~) Jds.

Let g be the measurable function on (R, f3(R» defined by g(v) =
eiuv(J(s, v) for fixed uER and sE (0, toJ. Then by Proposition 2.1, we
have

EW[eiu(x(sHe) Ys(x) () (s, xes) +~)J=.Ew[ (g. X s) YsJ

= S Reiul;(J (s, t;:) .Ew[YsIXsJ (~) d:[. (t;:) dt;:

= S ReiuC(J(S, 0 U(s ; ~,Qdt;:

and so from (3. 4)

(3.5) 12 (u) = J:e- t;. U"SReiUC(J(s, t;:) U(s ; ~,C)dt;:ds.

To show that 12 (u) is Lebesgue integrable, observe that

le- t;. U2eiuC(J(S, C) U(s ; ~,C) I ::;:'Me- t;. U2\ U(s ; ~,t;:) I

for (s,~, t;:, u) E (0, toJ xRxRXR, and that

(3.6) SRI U(s ; ~, t;:) ldt;:=SR1.Ew[YsIXsJ (t;:) I d:t (t;:)dt;:

::;:,SREW [! YsllXsJ (t;:)dPx.(t;:)

=.Ew[1 YsIJ.
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(3.9)

Now using (3. 5) with (3. 6) and applying the Fubini Theorem, we
obtain

(3.7) fR 112(u) Idu~f:SRMeMtoe - ';s "du dss2 v'2n-to MeMto.

From (3. 2) and (3. 7), the functions II (u) and 12 (u) are Lebesgue
integrable. Hence by (3.1), Ew[ei,XtYtJ is a Lebesgue integrable
function of u on R. It follows from Proposition 2. 2 and the fact
dPx,/d1)= (II v'2n-dexp {- (1)-~)2/2t} that there exists a version of
Ew[YtIXtJ such that for 1)ER,

(3.8) U(t ; ~,1) = ;n-JRe-;U'I Ew[i,XtYtJdu

= 2~JRe-;U'I(Il(U) +12 (u»du.

By using (3. 2) and Proposition 2. 3, we have
1 J . 1 - (~-<)'

- e-,u'l/1 (u)du=--e 2t
2n- R v'2n-t

By using (3. 5) and Fubini Theorem, we have

(3. 10) ..Lfe-;U'I12 (u) du
2n-

1 J it -'-s 'f=- e-;U'I e~ e;uCO(s,~) U(s ; ~,r;,)dr;, ds du
2n- R 0 R

= 2~fJR[fRe-;U('1-C)e- ';S "duJo (s, r;,) U (s ; ~, r;,) dr;, ds

it 1 J (~-C)'
= e- 2('-s) O(s, r;,) U(s ; ~,r;,)dr;, ds

ov'2n-(t-s) R

Hence by substituting (3. 9) and (3. 10) into (3. 8) we obtain the inte
gral equation (1. 3) . The initial condition (1. 4) is verified by noting
that

1· it 1 J (. {(1)-r;,) 2} Y d -1m v' ( O(s, r;,) Us, ~,I:)exp - 2( ) d..., s-O
'...0+ 0 2~ t-s) R t-s

and that
1 - (~-<)'

lim e -2t-=o(1)-~).
,~o+ ,,;2n-t

This completes the proof of the theorem.
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4. A series expansion for the solution of the integral equation.

In this section we will obtain a useful series expansion in terms of
integrals over finite dimensional spaces for the solution of the integral
equation (1. 3) . We also show that the fundamental solution of a partial
differential equation is given in terms of the conditional Wiener integral.

THEOREM 4. 1. Let X t and Yt be as in (1. 1). The solution of the
integral equation (1. 3) can be expressed by a series

'"(4.1) U(t;~, 7) = L: Un (t ; ~,7) for (t,~, r;) E (0, toJ xRxR
n=O

where

(4.2)
1 _ (~-e)2

Uo(t ; ~,r;) =;-e 2t

v 21Ct

and for n:2: 1.

(4.3) Un(t;~,r;)=J ["f{2n(Sj-Sj_1)2]-iJ nO(sj.v)
4 n (t) j=l R"j=l

{
1 ~ (Vj-Vj_1) 2} d- d-exp --,(...J v s,
2 j=l Sj-Sj_1

where v= (VI. '02, ... , 'On), Vn+1 =7), Vo=~ and

£1n(t) = {s = (Sh S2, ... , sn) E [0, tJ";O=SO<Sl<···<S"SS,,+l=t}.

Furthermore, the series (4. 1) converges absolutely and uniformly on (0, toJ
xRxR.

Proof. We have shown that in the proof of Theorem 3.1 there exists
a version of EW[Yt IXtJ such that for r;ER,

(4.4) U(t;~, r;) = inSRe-iU7}Ew[eiU(X(O+~)expS:O(s,xes) +~)ds} Jdu.

By expanding the last exponential in the right side of (4.4), we
obtain a series expansion U (t ; ~, r;) = Uo(t ; ~, r;) + U' (t ; ~,r;) where

1 S 1 ~-V2(4.5) Uo(t;~, r;) =- e-iU7}Ew[eiu(x(t)+~)Jdu=--=e--2-t -

2n R -v2m
and

(4.6)
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(4.10)

with f"(X) = U:O(s, xes) +~)ds} ". Thus to get our desired series expan

SIon, we will work with V' (t ; ~, r;). Note that for all k 21,

Itl;! [J:O(s,x(s)+~)ds]"l~tl (~f)1l <~1 (~O)II.

Hence by the dominated convergence theorem, (4.6) equals

(4. 7) -LJ e- iun i:-LE'W[eiU<.r(t)+~) [St°(s, x (s) +~)ds] "Jdu
2tr R 0=1 n! 0

=-LJ e- iun i:-LJ Ew[eiU(X(tHO nO(sj, X(Sj) +~)Jds du
2tr R 0=1 n! [0, t)" j=1

=-LJ e- iun i: J Ew[eiU(X(e)+~).iiO(sj, X(Sj) +~)Jds du
2tr R 0=1 d"W 3=1

where the first equality is justified by the Fubini Theorem. Now appl
ying a basic Wiener integral formula we see that

"(4. 8) Eu'Ceiu(x(t)+~)nO(s', x (s-) +~) ]
j=1 J J

=J eiu(w,,+!+~) nO(s-, w-+,;) [yt2tr(S'-S--1)J-i-.R"+! j=l J J j=l J J

{
1'~ (Wj-Wj-l) 2 }d d-exp --2L. WII+l W

j=l Sj-Sj_l

where W= (WI> W2, "', wll), SII+l =t and wo=so=O. Next by applying
Proposition 2.3, we integrate first with respect to Wn+l' Then we obtain

J[" J-i- " { 1" (Wj-Wj_I)2
(4.9) R" ;D

1
2tr(sj-Sj-l) jU°(Sj, wj+~)exp -2.ti Sj-Sj-l

( t-s} -+iu WII+';)-2u2 dw.

Now making substitution Vj=Wj+'; for j=l, 2, "', n in (4.9), we see
that (4.9) equals

J [" J-i " { 1 II (Vj-Vj_l)2n2tr(Sj-Sj_l) .n O(sj> vj)exp --2~---'=-----"--
R" =1 1=1 J=1 Sj-Sj-l

t-s }-+ivnu-2 u2 dv,

where vo=';. Next we want to interchange the order of the integral
with respect to du and the summation in (4. 7). We can justify doing
this by finding a Lebesgue integrable function of u on R which domi
nates the series
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(4.12)

(4. 11) f: If [Ii 21C (Sj-Sj_1) J-tf Ii ()(Sj> Vj) .
• =1 4,,(1) J=1 B"J=1

e p{ 1 ~ (Vj-Vj-1)2 +. t-sn 2}d~ d-IX --L.J ZVnU---U V s.
2 J=1 Sj- Sj-1 2

But it can be shown that the series (4.11) is dominated by the function

[
00 (Mt)n 1 ]it _..!..=!....,,2
~ 0 • _ e 2 ds
.=1 n! to 0 '

which is clearly a Lebesgue integrable function of U in R. Hence by
the dominated convergence theorem, we have, from (4.7),

00

U' (t ; e, 1) = ~ Un(t ; e,1)) where
J=l

(4.13) Un(t; e, 1) = 21 f e-jU~f [Ii 21C(Sj-Sj-1)]-tf Ii0 (Sj, Vj)'
1C B 4.Ct) j=l B"J=l

{
I" (Vo-vo_1)2. t-s} ~ -

exp --2~ J J +zvnu--
2

n u2 dv ds du
]=1 Sj-Sj-1

with Vo=e. Now by applying Proposition 2.3, we integrate the right
hand side of (4.13) with respect to u to obtain

(4.14) Un(t; e,1) =f [Yf21C(Sj-Sj-1)]-4f Ii o(Sj, Vj)'
4,,(1) j=l B"j=l

exp {- 21 r: (Vj-j-1)2}dv ds
J=l Sj-Sj_1

where Vn+l =1), vo=e, Sn+1 =t and so=O. Hence by making use of (4. 5)
and (4.14) we obtain the series expansion in the theorem. Furthermo
re, observe that for n21,

I Un (t ; e,1)) 1< (M~o)n 2( .v21Cto)-1
n.

00

and so the series U(t; e, 1) = ~ Un(t ; e,1)) converges absolutely and
n:;:O

uniformly on (0, to] XRxR.

The following corollary shows that the sequence {Un} for the solution
of the integral equation (1. 3) can be obtained recursively.

COROLLARY 4.2. For n=O, 1,2, ... and (t, e, 1)) E (0, to] xRxR,

(4.15) Un+l(t; e,1))=f:.v21C~t-S)fBexp { ~~;5:)2 }()(s, C) •

Un (s ; ~, C)d(, ds
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where Un(t ; ~,r;)'s are given by (4.2) and (4.3).

Proof. The proof can be easily done by using the induction on nand
the Fubini Theorem.

Let 0(·, .) be as in Section 1. For tE [0, toJ and ~EB, let X t and
Ft be the functionals on (C[O, toJ, f3*, mw), respectively, defined by

(4.16) Xt(x) =x(t) +~,

Ft(x) =exp {S:O (t-s, xes) +~)ds}.

If 0 satisfies the following smoothness condition:

(4. 17) the first derivatives 0t and O~ in (0, to) xB are continuous
and have the properties, lOt (t, ~) I~ B I exp {B2 1~ I} and
10~ (t, ~) I~BIexp {B2 1~ I} for some Bh B2,

then from the Theorem 4 of [lJ the function G on (0, toJ xB given by

G(t,~) =J Ft (x) ¢(x(t) +~)dmw(x)
C[o. t]

is a solution of a partial differential equation (modified heat equation) :

(4.18) 0; = ~ ~ +O(t, ~)G in (0, to) xB

with the initial condition

(4.19) lim G (t, ~) =¢ (~)
t_O+

for every ~EB where ¢ is a C-valued continuous function such that
¢(r;)exp {-ar;2} is Lebesgue integrable on B for each a satisfying

1a> 4to •

REMARK 4. 1. The condition on ¢ implies that G (t,~) exists and IS
finite for each (t,~) E (0, to] xB: Indeed, note that

exp { (r;-~)2 } =exp { (r;/2-2~)2 3r;Z + 3~2}
2t 2t 8t 2t

~exp{- ~~2 + ;2}.
Hence for each (t,~) E (0, to] XB, }'Ve have

1 J (,-<)'
jG(t,~) I ~eMto -V2tct R1¢(r;) !e--2t -dr;<oo
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. 3> 1
SInce 8t 4to '

The following theorem shows that if °satisfies the smoothness cond
ition (4.17), then the function r on (0, to] xRXR defined by

(4.20) r(t; 1),~)=Ew[FtIXt](1))(I/V2nd exp { (1);~)2}

is the fundamental solution of the partial differential equation (4. 18)
with (4.19).

THEOREM 4.3. Let X t and Ft be as in (4. 16) and let ¢(1) be a C
valued function such that ¢(1)exp {-a1)2} is Lebesgue integrable on R

for all a> ~o. Then

(4.21) f Ft(x)¢(x(t) +e)dmw(x) =S ¢(1) r(t; r;,~)d1)
CEO, t] R

and integrals on both sides exist. Furthermore r (t ; 1),~) has a series
expansion given by the series (4.1) with Vn+l=e and Vo=1).

Proof· Let g (1) =¢ (1). Then by Proposition 2. 1,

f exp{ftO(t-s, xes) +e)ds}¢(x(t) +~)dmw(x)
C[O,t] Jo

=Ew[(¢. X t ) Ft ]

f
1 (._<)2

= ¢(1)Ew[Ft IXt] (1) ./_e--ze -d1)
R v2nt

= fR¢ (1) r (t ; 1), e) d1).

By Remark 4.1, integrals of both sides in (4.21) exist. By noting the
fact that

f:O(t-s, xes) +~)ds=S:O(s,x(t-s) +~)ds,

we can obtain a series expansion for r (t ; 1),~) from the series (4. 1)
by interchanging the starting point ~ at s=o and the ending poing 1)
at s=t.

REMARK 4.2. We may say that Ew[FtIXtJ (1) means the expectation
of Ft over the spaces of continuous functions yes) =x(t-s) +.; starting
at 1) at time s=O and ending at .; at time s=t, where x is in C[O, t].
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5. An application.

Let (J be the set of all C-valued functions on [0, toJ xR of the form

(5.1) O(s,u)=JRexP(iuv)dO"s(v)

where {O"s; O:S;s:S;to} is a family from M(R) satisfying the following
two conditions:

(5.Ia) For every BEP(R), O"s(B) is Borel measurable in s.
(5.Ib) There exists K>O such that 1I00sll:S;K for all s in [0, toJ,

where 1I00sll is the total variation of O"s'

REMARK 5.1. (1) Any function 0 in {J is C-valued, Borel measurable
and bounded on [0, toJ XR (see [4J). We note that ~ is an important
class of functions in the theory of Feynman integral (see, for examples,
[2J, [4J).

(2) Let Il E M (R) and define 0"s- T1+sll where (Tl+sll) (B) = Il( 1~ s B)

for BEP(R). Then it can be shown (or see Lemma 2.3 [3J) that
for every BE /3 (R), o"s (B) is a Borel measurable function of s In

[0, toJ. Since 1I00sll=ll.ull<oo for all sE [0, toJ, {O"s; O:S;s:S;to} is a
family in M(R) satisfying the conditions (5.Ia, b).

THEOREM 5.1. Let OE~ be given by (5.1) and X t and Y t be as in
(1. 1) . Then the function U given by (1. 2) is a solution of the integral
equation (1.3) with (1.4). A series expansion for the solution U(t;~, 7)

00

can be expressed by U(t;~, 7) = 1: Un(t ; ~,7) where
0=0

(5.2)
1 - (~-El2

Uo(t; ~, 7) = .~e 2t
v2~t

and for n~I

If f {lot(5. 3) Un (t, ~, 7) = . j- exp --2l: 1: (2-oj 1) YjYZSj
V 2~t iI.(O R· t=lj=1 '

o 1 [ 0 J2}+i~~Yj+-2 ~YjSj+i(7)-~)
J=1 t 1=1

dUsl (Yl) dO"s2 (Y2) •• 'dO"so (Yn) ds

where OJ,Z denotes the Kronecker delta.

Proof. Since 0 is C-valued, bounded Borel measurable on [0, to] XR,
by Theorem 3. 1 U (t ; ~,7) is a solution of integral equation (1. 3)
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with (1. 4). By Theoem 4. 1 the solution V (t ; ~,1) has a series expa-
~

nsion V(t;~, 1) = I; Un(t ; ~,1), where Uo(t ; ~,1) and Un(t ; ~,1) are
11=0

given as in (4.2) and (4.3), respectively.
To get our desired series expansion, we will work with Un (t ; ~, 1)

given in (4. 3). Now by noting that

i1rSBexp {- iU1)+iuvn- t -;Sn u2}du = [21r (t - Sn) ] -i e- ~rt-:';:: ,

and that jU
l
()(Sj, Vj) = fB"exP{ij~lYjVj}dllsl (Yl) "'dlls"(Yn) , we can rewrite

Vn(t ; ~,1) as

(5.4) f [n21r(Sj-Sj-l)]-i-f f-21 f e-iu1-t~S'u2.
<1,,<0 j=l B" B 1r B"

{
I" (v .- v· 1)2" }

exp --2~ J J- +i~ YjVj+ivnu
1=1 Sj-Sj_l 1=1

dllsl (Yl) dlls2 (Y2) .. ·dlls"(Yn) du d Vds.

Now one can easily justify interchanging the order of integrations
with respect to dllsl (Y1) dlls2 (yz) •..dlls"(Yn) and d v. By doing this and
carrying out the integrations with respect to Vn, then with respect to
V n-}, "', and finally with respect to v}, we see that (5.4) equals

(5.5) f J 21 Se- ill7J exp[- 21 {(t-sn)uz+ (Sn- Sn-l) (u+Yn)Z
<1,,(t) B" 1T: B

+...+ (S1-'cO) (U+Yl +"'+Yn)Z} +i~(U+Yl+"'+Yn) ]

dudllsl (Yl) dUS2 (yz) "'dus"(Yn) ds1ds2•..dsn

f f If' [1" I= - e-'"7J exp --I; ~ (2-0' 1)Y'YlS'
<1,,<0 B" 21r B 2 l=lj=l J. J J

;<u-ju2+( ~ yr;)u _
+iHY1+"'+Yn)}e j=l du dllsl (Y1) .. ·dlls,,(Yn)ds,

where so=O.
Now carrying out integration with respect to du, we see that

(5.6)
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Since (5. 6) equals (5. 3), we obtain the series in the theorem.

COROLLARY 5.2. Let OE([J be given by (5.1) anJ Yt be as in (1.1).
Then EW[Yt ] is given by the series

=J I {l nl
n}1+ I: exp --I: ~ (2-oj, I) YjYlsj+i~pYj

n= dn<O Jl'l 2 /=1;=1 ;=1
JUS1 (Yl) JUS2 (Y2) ···JUSn (Yn) J;.

Proof. In the expression (5. 6); one can show that

1 [n 1 1 [ n J2J'2 ~j~ (2-oj ,/)YjY1Sj-T 'E/jYj >0 for all n~1.

So we have

=
so that I: IUn (t ; ~, 7J) I is dominated by a Lebesgue integrable function

n=O

of 1j. Hence

1 JPx
Ew [Y/] = REW[Ytl X t] (7) df (7) J1j

=1Rfa Un (t ; ~,7)J1j

=fJR Un(t; ~,7)J1j

1 1 - (~-E)2

=/-e 2t J7)+
Rv 21t:t

=lf IS {lnl nI: .h)_ . exp - -2I: I: (2 -OJ, I) YjYISj +i~ 2: Yj
0=1 V "",.t dnW Rn R .1=1j=1 J=1

1 Ln J2 lIn t· -+ 2t ~SjYj -2t(1j-~)2+iT(1j-~)J~YjSjlJ7)Jus1(Yl)"'dusn(Yn)Js

""J I {In 1 n }=1+I: exp --2I: ~ (2-0j,/)YjYlsj+ie2: Yj
n=1 dn(t) Rn 1=1;=1 j=1

JUS1 (Yl) JUS2 (Y2) ···JUSn (Yn)d;,

where the third equality is justified by (5. 7) and the fourth equality
by the Fubini Theorem.

CoROLLARY 5.3. Let OE([J be given by (5.1) and Ft anJ X t as in (4.
16). Then the function r (t ; 7), e) given by (4. 20) has a series expansion

=
given by 2: rn(t ; 1j, e) where

n=O



(5.8)

and
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1 J f {1 · I(5.9) rn(t; 1J, [;)=/2 t exp --2EE (2-oj,z)yjYz(t-sz)
v 11: L1.(:) R· l=lj=l

1 [. J2 .}+ 2t ~/j(t- Sj) +i(1J-[;) +it;j~ Yj

dOsl (Yl) dOs2 (Y2) ···dos• (Yn) ds.

Proof. For a fixed tE [0, to], let 0 0*=O,-s and ()* (s, .) =()(t- s, .)

for sE [0, toJ. Then ()*(s, u) =JRexp {iuv} do/(v). Since {O",*: Osssto}

satisfies the conditions (5. la, b) [Prop. 3. 2 of [4JJ and

F,(x) =exp{S:O*(s, xes) +t;)ds}, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that
00

r (t ; 1J, t;) has a series expansion Ern (t ; 1J, t;) where r 0 (t ; 1J, t;) is
.=0

given as (5. 2) and rn (t ; 1J, t;) is given as

1 S J {1· I n(5.10) ./
2

exp --21: 1: (2-oj z)YjYzsj+it;EYj+
v 11:t L1.(t) R" l=lj=l' j=l

1 [. . J2} -2t ~/jSj+t(1J-[;) daHl (Yl)dO"t-S2 (Y2) · ..dor-s. (Yn)ds.

If we set s/=t-Sn+l-j and Y/=Yn+l-j, we obtain

r,,(t ; 1J, [;) = _/2
1

tJ J exp{- 21 t ±(2-oj,z)y:+l-jY:+I-l(t-S:+l-j )
v 11: L1"W R" l=li=l

+i[;EIY:+l-j+ it LtY:+l-j (t-S:+l_) +i (1J-t;)T
dOsn (Yn') dOSf..-l (Y;-l) ···dosl ' (Yl') ds!,ds/ ···dsn'

= / J f exp{_li; i:. (2-oi k)YlY/ (t-s/)
v 211:tJ L1.W R" 2 ;=1 k=l •

+ it;tl Yk' + it [~Y/(t- s{) +i (1J-t;)r
dosl ' (Y!') do02' (yz') .. ·dos,,' (Yn') ds!,dsz' ···ds,,'.

Hence this completes the proof of the corollary.

REMARK 5.2 Let {as: Ossstol be a family in M(R) such that the
corresponding C-valued Borel measurable function () on [0, toJ XR sati-
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sties the smoothness condition (4. 17) . Then Theorem 4. 3 shows that
r (t ; 7),';) is the fundamental solution of the partial differential equation
(4.18) with (4.19). We note that such a family {O's:O:$;s:$;to} exists;
for example, {O's= Tl+sfl. : O:$; s :$; tol, where fl. is the Gaussian measure

.2

on R of which Fourier transform is given by e-Y.

The first author gratefully acknowledges the hospitality of the Departm~

ent of Mathematics and Statistics, University of Nebraska.
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